
Measures of Academic Progress 

(MAP):

A Brief Overview



What is MAP?

• A computer adaptive assessment created by 
Northwest evaluation association (NWEA).

• Three assessments: Mathematics, Reading, 
Language Usage.

• Aligned with the State Core Curriculum 
Standards.

• Each subject assessment is on the same scale so 
student growth is measured over time.

• The RIT scale is based on instructional level 
NOT grade level equivalent. 



The Advantages of Using MAP

• Administer tests up to three times per year

• Obtain scores that have meaningful reference:

– District and norm group average

– Curriculum reference to focus instruction

– Prior scores to assess growth

– Benchmarks to measure adequate progress

• Predict Proficiency level on State Assessment.



Overview of MAP: Students

• Un-timed, students work at their own 
pace.

• One question appears at a time 
reducing confusion & misalignment of 
answers.

• Test is aligned to individual student’s 
instructional level.



Overview of MAP: Teachers

• Can pull up classroom reports 24 

hours after administration.

• Able to get a snapshot of 

classroom diversity and 

instructional levels of students to 

help inform instruction.



Overview of MAP: Parents

• Quick turn around of results.

• Reports will be sent home and will 

provide:

– Scores showing growth in that year.

– Previous years’ scores for comparison 

over a long period of time.



Understanding the Score Report

• Review the graph and compare your 

child’s scores to the district average, 

norm group average, and percentile rank.





Understanding the Score Report 

(cont.)

• Review the RIT ranges for the subscores

for each subject area.





Concerns of MAP Testing

First Concern

Student rush through the assessment and finish test too 
quickly.

Response

NWEA has established two checks that can invalidate a 
score:

- If a student finished the assessment under a 
“specified” amount of time (time determined by NWEA).

- If a student’s standard error is larger than expected, 
the test is invalidated.



Concerns of MAP Testing (cont.)

Second Concern

Students MAP scores do not align with classroom 
assessments or other criteria used within the classroom.

Response

MAP assessments are aligned with the NJ’s Core 
Curriculum standards and NWEA provides a couple of 
tools that are helpful to guide instruction.

– DeCartes

– Lexile Scores





Lexile Range

• A lexile is a unit for measuring text 

difficulty in reading.

• Lexile scores are linked to RIT scores. 

• Lexiles are linked to books in print and can 

be used to help select appropriate text for 

students.



Lexile

Cold Mountain121012 – 13

Island of the Blue Dolphins10007 – 8

Harry Potter & the 

Chamber of Secrets

9406 – 7

The Black Stallion Revolts7705 – 6

Sarah, Plain & Tall5603 – 4

The Cat in the Hat2601st

Name of BookLexileApproximate Grade

Lexile Framework for Reading 

(10 L to 1700 L)



Prediction of State Assessment

Question

How well do the fall MAP assessment

results predict the spring state assessment 

results?

Method

The MAP scores (Fall 2005 and Fall 2006) and the 
state scores (Spring 2006 and Spring 2007) were 
used and a predicted vs. actual table was 
produced for grades 3-7. 



Results

• No  students predicted to be “Partially 

Proficient” on the MAP assessments were 

“Advanced Proficient” on the state 

assessment.

• No Students predicted to be “Advanced 

Proficient” on the MAP assessments were 

“Partially Proficient” on the state 

assessments.



Results (cont.)

• A small number of students predicted to be 

“Proficient” on the MAP assessments were 

actually “Partially Proficient” on the state 

assessment (0-16%, majority were around 

5%). 



Results (cont.)

• “Partially Proficient” had the lowest 

prediction rate.  

• Overall, the MAP assessments should be 

used as an instructional tool to increase 

learning in the classroom.  



Finally…

• MAP results should never be used 

independently to make any decision 

regarding student performance.  


